
 

This Must Be the Place 
Using creative learning to uncover children’s sense of place 

The Milton Keynes Cultural Education Partnership – a collective of over 30 organisations and 
council departments – works across culture, education and youth to nurture the creativity 
and cultural wellbeing of children and young people in Milton Keynes. In November 2017, a 
7-month action research project was launched to engage with ten primary schools and five 
cultural organisations in the region. Place Making: What Does it Mean for Children and 
Young People? saw cultural organisations partnering with two schools each, to explore 
various art forms, including dance, craft, and visual arts. We dug a little deeper to find out 
more about the project’s learning points and successes. 

 
 “The programme was designed to support the 

growth of the Cultural Education Partnership”, 
explains Lallie Davis, Programme Manager at 
Arts and Heritage Alliance Milton Keynes. They 
wanted to increase the evidence and impact of 
partnering with schools, so they embedded 
CPD for teachers and sector organisations,  
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and worked with 5x5x5=creativity (an 
independent art-based action research 
organisation) to commission and facilitate 
collaborative projects to connect cultural 
organisations with primary schools. Participating 
children achieved Arts Award Discover or Explore, 
and schools registered for, and embarked upon,  
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their Artsmark journeys. A final exhibition 
showcased the project’s collaborative 
outcomes alongside a commissioned film, 
plus family engagement workshops.  

 “It was an active response to needs 
we identified during consultation with 
education providers, children and young 
people, and local arts organisations, in 
relation to cultural access and barriers to 
engagement”, explains Lallie.  

 

The People 

• Helen Parlor, MÒTUS working with 
Romans Field Primary and 
Middleton Primary 

• Milton Keynes Arts Centre working 
with St. Thomas Aquinas Primary 
and Holne Chase Primary 

• Will We Be working with Willen 
Primary and St. Monica’s Primary 

• Inter-Action MK working with 
Summerfield Primary and Long 
Meadow Primary 

• Pagrav Dance working with Bishop 
Parker Primary and Caroline Haslett 
Primary 

 

Outcomes 
“Children and young people, especially 
those with limited access, benefited from 
high quality creative learning”, says Lallie. 
“[It] enabled them to develop a greater 
appreciation of the arts, as well as a 
greater confidence in expressing their 
views and opinions”.  

 Through artists delivering 
workshops in schools, 350 children took 
part in or encountered a range of creative 
experiences, including ceramics, Indian 
classical dance, contemporary dance, 
visual arts and contemporary craft. One of 
the participating artists wrote of their 
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experience in a project evaluation:  

 “A child [with] high levels of anxiety 
removed himself from early sessions at 
regular intervals. He struggled with the 
unfamiliar teaching staff, and with the 
dynamic created by the combination of pupils 
from different classes. He was also unsure 
about the changing structure of ‘lesson’ to 
‘session’, and the hopeful expectations of 
collaboration.” 

 However, as the child attended more 
sessions, this is all changed. “His 
contributions increased and he ultimately 
proved instrumental in developing the class 
concept for an outcome – creative a 
temporal and travelling space to house 
moments of wellbeing”. He also fed in a name 
idea, and the group decided to use it – The 
Spaceful Place. “His confidence was evident 
at the final showcase”, explains the artist. “He 
read his description of the artwork to the rest 
of his class and celebrated the outcome. 
Through involvement in this project, his 
personal experience of anxiety was 
channeled positively to support other 
students with similar needs. He seemed 
genuinely empowered by his experience.”   

 The project’s impact on children’s 
wellbeing and learning has been recognised 
by schools’ leadership teams as well as the 
children themselves.  

 “A child in my class who struggles to 
openly share his feelings with others 
expressed an interest in photography. He 
embraced using a camera and revealed a 
talent he didn’t realise he had”, one teacher 
reports. She continues: 

 “This child massively struggles with 
praise and self-esteem, but other peers 
congratulated him on his new-found talent.”  

Several similar cases were reported, 
too. Another child from the same school was 
described by teachers as “naturally very shy”. 
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[Art] can clear your mind. It helps me calm myself down. 

 

“He rarely contributed to class discussions 
and closed up if a teacher asked him 
questions in front of a class.” However, 
through engaging with arts and culture in 
the classroom, this boy was “so inspired 
and engaged” that he “actively contributed 
to a class assembly, in front of the whole 
school”. 

 “He was sure he wanted to 
participate and spoke so clearly and loudly 
in front of all his peers. It was lovely to 
watch his confidence blossom.” (Teacher)  

 

Schools embedded and delivered Arts 
Award as part of the process, which 
enabled children to achieve further 
certification alongside their curriculum 
work. A total of 222 children achieved Arts  

Award Discover, and 31 achieved Arts 
Award Explore. The evaluation processes 
built into the project enabled the children 
to reflect on their experience as artists: 

 “I always thought I was really bad at 
art because I couldn’t draw as good as the 
other people, and when I saw what you 
could do with art…my feelings just 
changed, and like, I thought I was a better 
artist.” (Pupil)  

 

Connecting the dots made all the 
difference for the artists and teachers. 
Having joint planning between schools and 
the creative sector was valued and well-
respected by leadership teams in schools. 

 They were able to work towards 
Artsmark, as a benchmark for excellence in  

Middleton Primary School | Credit: Miles Umney / Milton Keynes Cultural Education Partnership  

“ Pupil 
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I don’t normally talk at school but when the artist came in, I finally 
felt I could be confident with what I was doing. 

 “ 
Pupil 
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arts and cultural provision in education.  

As part of the programme, an Artsmark 
Twilight Session saw 11 teachers coming 
together, including one schools’ Special 
Education Needs Coordinator and three Art 
Leads. As well as this, 13 teachers, including 
Heads, Deputy Heads and more, attended 
an Artsmark Development Day. Both 
sessions allowed school leaders and 
teachers the opportunity to gain 
knowledge of the local arts offer and how 
to actively connect with this in their 
specific locations. Following these sessions, 
one Headteacher commissioned a full-day, 
artist-led INSET session to embed thinking 
about creativity for their staff. 

Artists reported the benefits of working 
together too, with one explaining, “It got us 
back into working with schools after a few 
year’s absence. We’re already delivering 
another project with different teachers in 
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our partner schools and beyond. It feels as 
though we are building a strong relationship 
with a core group of schools.” 

The project provided valuable learning for 
arts and cultural organisations, in relation to 
child-led approaches and the practicalities of 
working with and in schools. “Working 
across two schools gave a far richer insight 
into the scope of opportunities and 
challenges that such facilitation can 
encounter. It reminded us that ‘child-led’ can 
never represent a wholly replicable model, 
but should be communicated as a 
philosophy.” (Artist) 

As part of the process, families were 
encouraged to be more actively involved in 
enabling their children to build confidence 
and self-esteem, through sharing their 
experiences.  

 

Summerfield Primary School | Credit: Miles Umney / Milton Keynes Cultural Education Partnership 
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I went into this project with a fixed idea of offering workshops in 
schools. In the first 5x5x5 workshop day, all of those ideas were 

challenged. 

 “ 
Artist 
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Space to Re:Place, the resulting exhibition 
from the project, attracted a total of 447 
visitors, with 187 attending the preview and 
celebration evening. As part of the 
celebration, 30 children from one 
participating school gave a public 
performance of their choreographed dance 
piece in Margaret Powell Square. Later, a 
teacher from the school described a young 
boy who was adamant he didn’t want to 
take part because he “hated dance”. On this 
evening, however, he was now the one 
dragging his father to get to the preview 
early. “[He was] absolutely thrilled to be 
performing for an audience.”  

While the exhibition was running, five 
family workshops were held as part of MK 
Gallery’s Saturday Studio programme.  

“Saturday Studio introduces art in all its 
forms, offering intriguing artist-led activity 
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through which children and families are 
invited to join in, explore, question and 
create, whilst working together.” (MK Gallery) 

The sessions, held in June, were inspired by 
Space to Re:Place. All artists involved in the 
project were invited to deliver workshops. 54 
children and families came together to 
explore  “colour, play and movement, 
inspired by the artists’ work in relation to 
‘place-making’.”  

At the project’s end, a film was 
commissioned (you can view it here: 
bit.ly/placemakingfilm) and a final CPD 
evaluation session was held, providing 
teachers and artists with the opportunity to 
reflect on successes and challenges of their 
approach to child-led practice.  

 

 

Middleton Primary School | Credit: Miles Umney / Milton Keynes Cultural Education Partnership 
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The collaboration with schools was really fruitful, mainly because 
the lead teachers has been with us through the CPD and planning 

and were both passionate about the arts and their students.  

 “ 
Artist 

1

Key Learning Points 
Genuine teacher investment and continuity 

Arts providers reported a “noticeable 
difference in the quality of outcomes for 
children where relationships were strong 
and teachers were willing to assist with 
practical tasks”, as well as developing ideas 
in non-contact time.  

 Conversely, it was observed that 
where there were changes in the adults 
supporting the sessions, “the basis from 
which sessions could grow and develop 
became unstable”. “Conversations around 
these issues could have been more explicit 
during the earlier stages of the project”, 
believes Lallie.  

 One artist reported that it felt “like a 
true partnership of our skills and the 
teachers’ skills”.  
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Consideration of participant numbers 

“Where arts providers attempted to work 
with more than one class throughout the 
project, meaningful one-on-one or small 
group exchange with the artist became 
challenging”, Lallie says. She believes this 
diminished some aspects of the children’s 
experience, “as the ability to actively listen 
and respond to individual and group needs is 
integral to an authentic child-led approach”.  

 Reflecting on the experience, an artist 
said, “In one school we worked with 60 
children. It was too many.” He suggested in 
hindsight that having artists less thinly spread 
would have made the experience richer for 
the children taking part.   

St Monica’s Primary School | Credit: Miles Umney / Milton Keynes Cultural Education Partnership 
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I [feel] happier now in art because there’s not just one or two ways 
to do it – there’s, like, thousands of ways. 

 “ 
Pupil 
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Timescales and school timetabling 

The project’s timespan crossed key exam 
periods, as well as end of term holidays. As 
a result, the time frame available for the 
delivery of sessions in schools became 
relatively short. This in turn made the 
opportunity for reflection and exchange 
between sessions less possible. However, 
explains Lallie, “It should also be considered 
that where there was too large of a gap in 
between sessions or an irregularity of 
sessions, the progression of thinking 
became fragmented for all involved.”  

 

Further sector development 

Whilst the child-centered approach 
adopted by artists has been evidenced as 
having a largely positive impact on artists, 
schools and children, there is still some 
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suggestion that the project is not yet a 
‘complete journey’. The diverse set of artistic 
practices, experience and varying levels of 
understanding amongst both teachers and 
artists means that each individual’s starting 
point is vastly different. Therefore, for some, 
Lallie wonders if “it has perhaps not provided 
adequate time or space to develop the 
knowledge and confidence needed to make 
a sustained impact on working practices”.   

Both artists and teachers identified 
future opportunities for consistently learning 
through the sharing of ideas and expertise, as 
a key driver needed to progress 
collaborations between schools and the arts 
sector in Milton Keynes. 

Caroline Haslett Primary School | Credit: Miles Umney / Milton Keynes Cultural Education Partnership 

Case study compiled by Laura Smith, Communications 
Writer, Artswork || From a Project Evaluation by Milton 
Keynes Cultural Education Partnership 


